The control has been denoted by z -z(£, £), it is a random variable with values in the space of square integrable functions, v is the kinematic viscosity and f] is a random term of white noise type. Since, it does not play a particular rôle in this work we will, with no loss of gênerality, take v = 1. Intuitively, the amount of turbulence in a flow can be measured by the time averaged enstrophy and it seems natural to try to minimize the following cost functional:
J(z) = E / / (|rot U(Ç,t)\ 2 + \z(Z,t)\ 2 )d!;dt+ f \U{Z,T)\ 2 dÇ. (1.2) Jo JD JD
The last term is not essential and could be omitted.
The HJB équation associated to this problem is a second order partial differential équation whose unknown dépends on t and on a variable x in H, the Hilbert space of square integrable divergence free functions. The linear part of which is the Kolmogorov équation associated to the uncontrolled Navier-Stokes équations and whose solution is given by the transition semigroup. The nonlinear part of the HJB équation involves the derivative of the unknown, it is quadratic if the control is allowed to be any square integrable process and Lipschitz if we impose a boundedness condition on the control.
Hence, a way to find a smooth solution to the HJB équation is to write it in a mild form thanks to the transition semigroup and to use a fixed point argument. This requires some smoothing properties of the transition semigroup. This methodology has been successfully implemented in the case of équations with Lipschitz nonlinearities [12, 13] and of reaction-diffusion équations [6] . For the control of the stochastic Burgers équation, smoothing properties of the transition semigroup have recently been proved in [8] . However it is shown that the transition semigroup maps bounded continuons functions to smooth functions with exponential growth and a fixed point strategy does not seem to apply. This dimculty has been overcomed by using a compactness argument after delicate a priori estimâtes are proved. In this way, the dynamic programming approach has been fully justified in the case of bounded control in [9] .
The Navier-Stokes équations contain additional difficulties. First, it is not possible to have a noise term T) such that J(z) is well defined and such that, at the same time, the transition semigroup is smoothing. Even, in the case of the stochastic heat équation in space dimension 2, this is not possible. A smoothing effect of the transition semigroup is possible only if we consider functions defined on a smaller space than H. This forces us to assume that the control has some regularity properties. Thus we slightly change the problem by assuming that the control is subjected to the action of a linear operator B which maps H into a smaller Hilbert space in which the transition semigroup can have a smoothing effect. In other words, we replace z by Bz in (1.1). We think that this assumption is not restrictive since in practise controls are smooth functions.
Then one could use the same type of arguments as in [8] to prove a smoothing property but another difnculty appears. The introduced exponential factor is very large and we are not able to apply the method of [9] . The trick we use in this paper is to change the unknown of the HJB équation by multiplying it by an exponential factor. In this way, the HJB équation is transformed into a similar équation but now the linear part corresponds to a Feynmann-Kac semigroup with a potential Thanks to this potential, we are able to prove nice smoothing properties of this Feynmann-Kac semigroup. It maps bounded functions to smooth functions with polynomial growth. The fixed point argument does not seem to apply and we use the same type of argument as in [9] to find a smooth solution to the transformed HJB équation. We deduce the existence of a smooth solution u to the HJB équation. Since we are able to justify the formai identity which gives a relationship between J(z), for any z^ and u and since we can prove existence of a unique solution to the closed loop équation, we can use this solution to construct a unique optimal control. In this way, we fully justify the dynamic programming approach in our case.
To our knowledge, these arguments are new. They are gênerai and can be used for other control problems: boundary control, other partial difïerential équations, ... Also, similar ideas will be used in a forthcoming work to study the Dirichlet form associated to the stochastic Navier-Stokes équations in space dimension 2. 
NOTATIONS AND MAIN RESULTS

Let
where n dénotes the outward unit normal vector on dD ; H (resp. V) is endowed with the inner product and norm of (
) denoted by (-, •) and | * | (resp. ((•, •)) and || • ||). We also introducé the unbounded self-adjoint operator where P is the orthogonal projector of (L 2 {D)) onto H. The operator A has a compact résolvent and possesses a basis (e^) of eigenvectors associated to the eigenvalues:
The eigenprojector P n onto Sp(ei,..., e n ) will be used to deflne an approximation of the Navier-Stokes équations.
Also we will use the spaces D((-A) s ) which are defined for any sGl. We set
We have Sl ) is compact. The space (resp. time) variable will be denoted by £ G D (resp. t > 0) and V^ (resp, Dt) dénotes the derivative with respect to £ (resp. t).
The bilinear form b is defined by It can be extended to more gênerai x, y in various ways. When x = y } we set
Among others, b has the following fundamental properties:
2 for x, y, z G V and er E (0,1/2), the constant c±(a) depending on a and on D (see [19] ). The noise term is described by a stochastic basis (fi, J 7 , P, (^7 t )t>o) î a cylindrical Wiener process on H, (W(t))t>o, associated to this basis, and a covariance operator Q which is symmetrie and positive.
The control z is chosen in the space
where the subscript W means that we consider adapted processes. The number R is fixed throughout the paper. This control is subject to the action of a linear operator B G C(H). Now, we can rewrite the controlled Navier-Stokes équations in the abstract form [ ] Using classical arguments, it is easy to prove that (2.4) has a unique solution X. Equation (2.4) is associated to the cost functional
where T > 0 is also a fixed number and is the rotational of X = (Xi, X 2 ). Our aim is to find z* E MR which minimize J(z):
This control problem is a model problem for the control of turbulence in a viscous and incompressible fluid. Using the Itô formula it is easy to see that J has only infinité values unless Tr Q < +00, (2.6) thus we assume from now on that this condition is satisfied. We follow the dynamic programming approach to solve this problem. Let the Hamiltonian F be defined on Hby
The Hamirton-Jacobi-Bellman équation associated with our control problem is
where the subscript x means differentiation with respect to the variable x E H and g(x) = |rot^x| 2 . If we are able to find a smooth solution u of (2.8), then the optimal control is given by the formula
where the optimal state X* is the solution of the closed loop équation
[2AQ)
A way to find a smooth solution u of (2.8), is to introducé the transition semigroup (Pt)t>o associated to the uncontrolled Navier-Stokes équations. It is defined by where <p: H -» M is a Borel function and Y satisfies Then we write (2.8) in the mild form
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where tp(x) -\x\ 2 . Due to the loss of one derivative in the second term of the right hand side, solving (2.12) requires some smoothing properties of the transition semigroup. We need to know that P t maps continuous into differentiable functions. For équations with Lipschitz nonlinearities or in the case of reaction-diffusion équations, such properties hold (provided Q is suitably chosen), and a fixed point strategy can be used to find a smooth u satisfying (2.11) (see [4] [5] [6] 12, 13] ). When the Burgers équation is considered a smoothing effect for (Pt) can still be proved but now a factor of exponential growth appears and it seems that a fixed point strategy cannot be used. Using the fact that the introduced exponential growth is arbitrarily small, this problem has been overcomed in [9] . A compactness argument has been used to find a solution u and the control probiem has been solved.
In the case of the Navier-Stokes équations considered here, two difficulties appear. First, the transition semigroup does not map continuous on differentiable functions on H. This is due to assumption (2.6) and even in the linear case, Le. if we take 6 = 0, the transition semigroup does not have such a smoothing property. However, it can be seen that (P t ) has a weaker smoothing property. It can be proved that if <p is continuous, P t (p is differentiable at any point x, in a smaller space D((-A) 1 ) for some 7 > 0, along directions in this same space. This is true under the assumption that Q is not too degenerate:
with \ > 71 > 0. The second difficulty is that, again, exponential growth are introduced but hère they are not arbitrarily small and, apparently, the technique in [9] fails. We then introducé a new ingrédient which consists in the following change of unknown:
This transforms (2.8) in (A:, Z + a) = A(fci,Zi + ai) + (1 -A)(fc 2 , Z 2 + <* 2 ).
We will prove that if 7 > 7 1} fi t maps C^* 1^ into C 7)/c+2a ' a+^ whenever l>/3>OandO<a + /3<2. Due to the loss in the exponent describing the polynomial growth it is again impossible to solve (2.17) by a fixed point argument. Instead we construct a solution by a compactness method.
Due to the fact that we can only prove smoothing effects in D((-A) J ) with 7 > 71, the differential of the solution will not belong to H but to D((-A) 1 ) for some 7 > 71. Thus we need a further assumption on B, namely 7 <r. Also, taking the limit in (2.24) below and using similar arguments as in [8] , we deduce that for any z e M R we have J(Z) = U(T,Z) + ±E( jf%^ (2 20) where x( a ) = a 2 for a > 0 and x( a ) = 0 for a < 0. Also, thanks to (2.19) and since 7 < 1/2, it can be checked that the closed loop équation (2.10) has a unique solution X*. Hence, there exists a unique optimal control z* which is given by (2.9). Therefore we can state our second main resuit which justifies complet ely the dynamic programming approach for our control problem.
\Bx\ < c B \(-A)-^xl V x e D((-A)-^),
Theorem 2.2, Assume that (2.6), (2.13) hold. Then, for any control z e MR, the fundamental idenüty (2.20) holds. Moreover the closed loop équation (2.10) has a unique solution X* and there exists a unique optimal control z* which is gwen by (2.9).
We now describe the approximation scheme used to prove Theorem 2. 
Qll 2 dW(t),
It is easy to prove existence and uniqueness of X^.
We will use the differential of Y m (t,x) with respect to the initial data. For h e PmH we set r]^x(t) = (DY m (t,x),h) ; r) m >x is the solution of
D t rfc* = Art' + b m ÇY m (t,x),rfif) + b m {rt\ Y m (t,x)),
Often we will write rj^ and Cm or even r] m or Cm instead of rföf and Cm h>x -In all the article, we use c % or C % to dénote constants that may depend on A, Q, 6, T, B or D. These will never depend on ra. When they depend on another parameter, it will be explicitly precised. Proof. In all the proof we set for simplicity:
We begin with a = /3 = 0 and write and we obtain the case a -{3 = 1.
R^ip(x)=E(e~2
Using the semigroup property, we have
= R? /2 {R? /2 v)
and using the two preceding results we have so that the result is true for a = 2, ƒ? = 0. The other cases are proved by interpolation.
A PRIORI ESTIMATES AND CONSTRUCTION OF A SOLUTION
D
We now use Proposition 3.3 to estimate the solution t; m of (2.23) and also u m . We first estimate the first and the last term of (2.23). Proof We first recall that ti m is the value function associated to the approximated control problem. We deduce
We could have considered the same control problem on [£, T) and obtained where cso(r) dépends only on r. Then, arguing as in [8] , Section 5, we prove that there exists a subsequence (v mk ) and a fonction v in C r 7 ,rf(7i7) ) 2 for a n y 7 € ( for x,y G D((-A) 7 ) such that |x| 7 , |y| 7 < r. Then, using (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) and standard results on the convergence of the Galerkin approximation y m to the solution Y of (2.11) we get that v satisfles (2.17), from which we deduce that v is continuous in time:
for any 7 e (71,71) and some d > 0. Again we can conclude easily using the above inequality and noticing that it can be assumed that c% > c\. We take the scalar product of (2.27) with (-A) We conclude thanks to Lemma 3.1 and the first part of the lemma. The final inequality concerning (J^ is proved similarly.
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